ABOUT CVAHP

CREATED BY

As Healthcare Value Analysis becomes more integral to healthcare’s financial viability,
the need for a credentialed industry standard is greater than ever.
ONLINE TRAINING
Our program has 6 hours of engaging content developed by
AHVAP’s panel of industry experts, representing 40 of the
nation’s top hospitals, and OMU’s course development team.
The online modules are designed to prepare you for your
CVAHP exam, while building your value analysis expertise
across the following domains:
• Governance and Structure
• Healthcare Value Analysis Methodology
• Professionalism and Business Ethics
• Finance
Once you’ve completed your online training, you’ll receive a
certificate of completion and be given next steps for scheduling
your exam.
BECOMING CREDENTIALED
We’ve partnered with AMP to serve as our exam proctor.
Their network of 220+ locations across the country has been
used by thousands of healthcare professionals for industry
and clinical credentials, ranging from supply chain to
respiratory therapy.

Introducing the industry’s first and only
healthcare value analysis credential - CVAHP

Created to standardize healthcare value
analysis methodology through patient centric
and outcomes-driven data

The courseware is hosted online, at
www.ahvap.org

Learners can take their proctored exam
at more then 220 locations across the country

THE GROWING NEED FOR CVAHP
CVAHP sets an industry standard for healthcare value analysis professionals to improve
patient and financial outcomes.

Reimbursements have
decreased and shifted
from volume to value.

Hospitals need to find
ways to deliver higher
value care to avoid
further reimbursement
cuts.

Healthcare leaders view
value analysis professionals
as champions of balancing
patient and financial
outcomes.

The need for qualified
Healthcare Value Analysis
Professionals has never
been more apparent.
CVAHP’s are needed in
nearly every aspect of
hospital’s clinical and
business operations in
order to determine the
impact of products on
the quality of care delivered.

INTRODUCING
THE INDUSTRY’S
FIRST VALUE
ANALYSIS
CREDENTIAL
Working together, AHVAP and OMU
designed and implemented a
certification program to create a
credentialed industry standard for
healthcare value analysis professionals

GETTING STARTED
1

ENROLL IN THE OPTIONAL
CVAHP ONLINE TRAINING
PROGRAM BY VISITING
WWW.AHVAP.ORG

2

3

COMPLETE THE ONLINE
EDUCATION DEVELOPED
WITH AHVAP’S PANEL OF
INDUSTRY EXPERTS.

SCHEDULE YOUR
INDEPENDENTLY
PROCTORED EXAM
AT ONE OF OUR 220+
LOCATIONS

WHY GET CERTIFIED?
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERTISE
Learn the tools and discipline required to
impact clinical quality and costeffectiveness while garnering essential
skills necessary for effective leadership

EARN RECOGNITION & VALIDATION
Validate your critical role in delivering
positive outcomes and earn recognition
from your organization

ACQUIRE STRATEGIES FOR
STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Obtain guidance on securing C-suite and
other stakeholder support for value
analysis programs

LEARN PROCESSES FOR COLLABORATION
Advance your current healthcare value
analysis efforts to make for a more
collaborative, patient-centered decision
making process

